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a mobile terminal such as a SIM
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at least one application (20, 2 1
) which detects (A) whether a
received mobile TV broadcast
can be decrypted or not based on
a decryption right stored in the
personal token, which at least one
application (20, 2 1 ) is also able to
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Title : TOOLKIT APPLICATION LAUNCHING MECHANISM AFTER WRONG

RIGHTS DETECTION ON MOBILE TV SMARTCARD

DESCRIPTION

The invention relates to TV broadcast making use of terminals which are equipped

with security tokens such as smart cards for decrypting the broadcasted stream.

One particular example is Mobile TV, i.e. TV displayed onto mobile terminals in a

network. The terminals may be mobile phones or Wifi enabled laptop computers

for example.

In known devices, a problem remains which is the online and live management of

an expiring Mobile TV subscription or a not subscribed Mobile TV program.

The invention aims at proposing an easy and efficient way of subscribing a TV

program, or reviving an existing subscription to a TV program.

This aim is achieved by way of the invention as recited in the appended claims.

Other aims, aspects and benefits of the invention will appear throughout the

following description, which is made in reference to the appended drawings,

among which :

- figure 1 depicts a notifying mechanism according to one embodiment of the

invention.

Thanks to this new service a user will then be able to extend its subscription or

subscribe a new one instead of being faced to a single end of transmission.

MBMS is a well-known standard for television on mobile terminals, i.e. mobile TV.

For each MBMS command received in the broadcast stream, which contains a

decryption key which is itself encrypted with a master key expected to be present

on a smartcard hosted in a terminal, a smartcard 10 checks the key validity

associated to the received TV program, i.e. whether the card 10 is able to decrypt

the received key with a master key in the card. This step is referred as step A in

figure 1.

If this received key is not valid, i.e. for example the master key is not in the card

10, or i.e. for example the received key can not be decrypted because some rules

in the card indicate that it is no more authorized to decrypt the received key, then



the smartcard 10 triggers a Toolkit applet 20 that proposes a subscription to this

program. Toolkit applet is an example of more generally an application hosted in

the system made of the terminal and the smart card, and preferentially in the card

or any other replacing secure token, which application is able to launch any type of

communication or action directed to be taken into account by the end-user. Such

communication may be a displayed text or a sound message for example.

In the present embodiment, an application 2 1 distinct from the Toolkit applet is

used in the smartcard for triggering such toolkit applet 20.

In the present embodiment, this applet 20 gets and parses, at step B, the input

command object (the parameters of the MBMS command) and retrieve information

about which TV program or service is expected to be seen or tried to be seen.

Depending on this retrieved information, the triggered applet 20 can look, at step

C, into dedicated files associated with it, which files contain a list of displayed texts

and then notify to the user, at step D, by means of a known SIMtooIkit command,

such as DISPLAY TEXT, a text message intended such as "end of subscription

validity, do you want to buy some more time?".

This way, when the user cannot receive the television, i.e. when the television

programs can no more be decrypted, the user is directly notified of such situation

by way of the message and he does not have to look for some menu on his

mobile.

As the piece of software for detecting the failure of decrypting of the broadcasted

program is stored and run in the security token, such as the SIM card in the case

of a mobile phone, and as the piece of software for initiating the, subscription

message is stored and run in the security token, the notification of the possibility to

subscribe further to the TV program is performed without the need of a particular

mobile terminal. What is necessary in the present embodiment is only that the

mobile terminal be able to understand SIM Toolkit commands.

In the present embodiment, the smart card 10 further hosts and runs a

subscription application, which picks the response of the end-user as typed on the

screen of the terminal to the subscription message.

Such response may indicate the type of program which is chosen to be subscribed

to, for example when the displayed message is a menu indicating different choices

of programs.



Such subscription application, once having picked the response of the end-user,

then initiates the sending of a message to a server associated with the broadcast

service, which message comprises an identifier of the program chosen by the end-

user. The broadcast server then modifies the broadcasted stream so that the

smart card 10 becomes able to decrypt the program by means of its own master

key.

Although the above described embodiment makes uses of two distinct applications

20 and 2 1 in the secure token 10 respectively detecting the impossibility to decrypt

the received stream and initiating the display of a subscription message, another

embodiment consists in a single application in the secure token which both detects

the impossibility to decrypt the received stream and initiates the display of a

subscription message.



CLAIMS

1. A personal token ( 10) in a mobile terminal such as a SIM card in a mobile

phone, hosting at least one application (20, 21) which detects (A) whether a

received mobile TV broadcast can be decrypted or not based on a decryption right

stored in the personal token, which at least one application (20, 21) is also able to

automatically initiate a questioning (C) of the end-user as to whether he wishes to

subscribe to a decryption service of the broadcast in case it is detected that the

broadcast can not be decrypted based on the decryption right.

2 . The personal token according to claim 1, characterized in that the received

broadcast comprises a decryption key which is intended to be decrypted by means

of a master key stored in the personal token (10), and the decryption right

comprises the master key, so that the detection step (A) as to whether the the

received broadcast can be decrypted or not comprises a checking step as to

whether the master key is present in the card.

3 . The personal token (10) according to claim 1, characterized in that the

decryption right comprises a usage rule and the detection step (A) as to whether

the received broadcast can be decrypted or not comprises a checking step as to

whether the usage rule stored in the personal token authorizes the broadcast to be

decrypted or not.
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